Reinventing Loyalty
Programs for the
Digital Age
Loyalty programs are meant to engage,
but they’re not
Active participation rates are low:

44%

21 programs per household in the US – only
44% of these are actively used1

53%

of consumers admitted having abandoned at
least one loyalty program in the past year2

Social media sentiment on loyalty programs reveals
strong dissatisfaction:
Almost

90%

of social media sentiment on loyalty
programs is negative

The negative social media sentiment can be
attributed to specific reasons

44%

of negative opinions cite the lack of
reward relevance, flexibility and value

33%

cite the lack of a seamless
multi-channel experience

17%

cite customer

service issues

Loyalty programs have not evolved with the digital age
Personalization of
loyalty programs

Cross-channel
redemption
offer integrated
redemption
across offline
and online
channels

9%

11%

Engaging the
customer

customize
rewards
based on
purchasehistory

reward
customers for
activities such
as providing
ratings, reviews or
referrals

16%

The leaders have done it right, others need to follow suit

Starbucks
“My Starbucks Rewards”

Air Canada
“Earn Your Wings”
Employs

Loyalty program

gamification
techniques

seamlessly
enmeshed

by awarding badges to
flyers that are
redeemable inair-miles

within mobile app
Hugely successful, with

8 million

Reported an ROI of

3

active members

O2
“Priority Moments”

560%5

Walgreens
“Balance Rewards”

Provides

targeted,
location-based
offers
Became

fastest growing
program in the UK within
18 months of launch4
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*Some companies reward customers for participating in online games,
as a way to enhance engagement with the brand
Source: Research and Social Media Scan Conducted by Capgemini Consulting

Reach out: Interested in reading the full report?
Head to http://www.capgemini-consulting.com/Reinventing-Loyalty-Programs
Follow us on Twitter @capgeminiconsul
email dtri.in@capgemini.com
Learn more at: www.capgemini-consulting.com

Mobile app connects with

digital health
tracking devices
Members
awarded points
whenever they engage in
a healthy activity6

